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Goals

• The	  goals	  of	  this	  sec0on:	  
– Introduce	  microarray	  technology:	  how	  
measurements	  are	  made	  

– Normaliza0on	  (two	  sta0s0cal	  algorithms)	  
• Normalize	  by	  assump5on	  on	  center	  of	  distribu5on	  

– Local	  polynomial	  regression	  

• Normalize	  by	  assump5on	  on	  en5re	  distribu5on	  
– quan5le	  normaliza5on
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Terminology

• Microarray,	  array,	  or	  chip	  
• Hybridiza0on	  
• Probes	  
• Features	  
• Target	  
• Scanner	  
• Intensi0es



What	  Do	  They	  Measure?

Microarrays

Gene	  Expression	  Arrays	  
Exon	  Arrays



Transcrip0on
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Reverse	  transcrip0on
Clone	  cDNA	  strands,	  complementary	  to	  the	  mRNA
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Nucleic	  Acid
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Denatura0on
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Hybridiza0on
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Hybridiza)on

Target
CATGAT…CGAT



Hybridiza)on

Features	  or	  Probes

Labeled	  Target
CATGAT…CGAT

GTACTA…GCTA



PlaRorms	  that	  dominate	  market

• Affymetrix	  (high	  density,	  one	  color)	  
• Agilent	  (circles	  on	  grid,	  one	  or	  two	  color)	  
• Illumina	  (high	  density,	  one	  or	  two	  color)	  
• Nimblegen	  (high	  density,	  one	  or	  two	  color)

Illumina	  uses	  beads	  instead	  of	  in-‐situ	  sequencing



High	  density,	  one	  color

Affymetrix



Sequenced	  (High	  density)
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Hybridiza0on	  of	  mRNA	  to	  probes
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Affymetrix	  GeneChip®	  Arrays

8µm

Millions of copies of a specific	  
oligonucleotide probe

 Image of Hybridized Probe Array

>1,000,000 different	  
complementary probes 

Single stranded, 	  
labeled RNA target

Oligonucleotide probe

* *
*

*
*

1.28cm

GeneChip Probe Array
Hybridized Probe Cell



Before	  Labeling

Array 1 Array 2

Sample 1 Sample 2



Before	  Hybridiza0on:	  One	  Channel

Array 1 Array 2

Sample 1 Sample 2



A\er	  Hybridiza0on

Array 1 Array 2



Scanner	  Image

Array 1 Array 2



Quan0fica0on

Array 1 Array 2

4 2 0 3 0 4 0 3



Microarray	  Image



Two	  color,	  grid	  on	  circle



Before	  Labeling:	  Two	  Channel

Array 1

Sample 1 Sample 2



Before	  Hybridiza0on

Array 1

Sample 1 Sample 2



A\er	  Hybridiza0on

Array 1



Scanner	  Image

Array 1



Quan0fica0on

Array 1

4,0 2,4 0,0 3,3



Microarray	  Image
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MLL translocations specify a distinct gene
expression profile that distinguishes a
unique leukemia
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Acute lymphoblastic leukemias carrying a chromosomal translocation involving the mixed-lineage leukemia gene
(MLL, ALL1, HRX) have a particularly poor prognosis. Here we show that they have a characteristic, highly distinct
gene expression profile that is consistent with an early hematopoietic progenitor expressing select multilineage
markers and individual HOX genes. Clustering algorithms reveal that lymphoblastic leukemias with MLL transloca-
tions can clearly be separated from conventional acute lymphoblastic and acute myelogenous leukemias. We 
propose that they constitute a distinct disease, denoted here as MLL, and show that the differences in gene
expression are robust enough to classify leukemias correctly as MLL, acute lymphoblastic leukemia or acute 
myelogenous leukemia. Establishing that MLL is a unique entity is critical, as it mandates the examination of
selectively expressed genes for urgently needed molecular targets.
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A subset of human acute leukemias with a decidedly unfavorable
prognosis possess a chromosomal translocation involving the
mixed-lineage leukemia gene (MLL, HRX, ALL1) on chromo-
some segment 11q23 (refs 1–4). The leukemic cells, which typi-
cally have a lymphoblastic morphology, have been classified as
acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL). Unlike other types of child-
hood ALL, however, the presence of the MLL translocation in
ALL often results in an early relapse after chemotherapy. As MLL
translocations are typically found in infant leukemias and in
chemotherapy-induced leukemia, it has remained uncertain
whether host-related factors or tumor-intrinsic biological differ-
ences are responsible for poor survival.

Lymphoblastic leukemias with a rearranged MLL or germline
MLL are similar in most morphological and histochemical char-
acteristics. Immunophenotypic differences associated with lym-
phoblasts bearing an MLL translocation include a lack of the
early lymphocyte antigen CD10 (ref. 5), expression of the pro-
teoglycan NG2 (ref. 6) and a propensity to co-express the
myeloid antigens CD15 and CD65 (ref. 5). This prompted the
corresponding gene to be called mixed-lineage leukemia1 and
gave rise to models that remain largely unresolved, in which the
leukemia reflects disordered cell-fate decisions or the transfor-
mation of a more multipotent progenitor.

Translocations in MLL result in the production of a chimeric
protein in which the amino–terminal portion of MLL is fused to

the carboxy–terminal portion of 1 of more than 20 fusion part-
ners7. This has led to models of leukemogenesis in which the
MLL fusion protein either may confer gain of function or neo-
morphic properties or may interfere with normal MLL function
(with the MLL translocation representing a dominant-negative
gene). Moreover, mice heterozygous for Mll (Mll+/–) show devel-
opmental aberrations8,9, suggesting that the disruption of one
allele by chromosomal translocation may also manifest itself as
haplo-insufficiency in leukemic cells.

The MLL protein is a homeotic regulator that shares homology
with Drosophila trithorax (trx) and positively regulates the main-
tenance of homeotic (Hox) gene expression during develop-
ment8. Studies of Mll-deficient mice indicate that Mll is required
for proper segment identity in the axioskeletal system and also
regulates hematopoiesis9. As Mll normally regulates the expres-
sion of Hox genes, its role in leukemogenesis may include altered
patterns of HOX gene expression. Much evidence shows that
HOX genes are important for appropriate hematopoietic devel-
opment10. In addition, the t(7;11) (p15;p15) found in human
acute myelogenous leukemia (AML) results in a fusion of
HOXA9 to the nucleoporin NUP98 (refs 11,12). Thus, HOX
genes represent one set of transcriptional targets that warrant
assessment in leukemias with MLL translocation.

We considered that MLL translocations might maintain a gene
expression program that results in a distinct form of leukemia
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and reasoned that RNA profiles might resolve whether leukemias
bearing an MLL translocation represent a truly biphenotypic
leukemia of mixed identity, a conventional B-cell precursor ALL
with expression of limited myeloid genes, or a less committed
hematopoietic progenitor cell. In addition, comparing gene
expression profiles of lymphoblastic leukemias with and without
rearranged MLL is important because of their markedly different
response to standard ALL therapy and because such analysis may
identify molecular targets for therapeutic approaches. The
expression profiles reported here show that ALLs possessing a
rearranged MLL have a highly uniform and distinct pattern that
clearly distinguishes them from conventional ALL or AML and
warrants designation as the distinct leukemia MLL.

Results
MLL is distinct from conventional ALL
To further define the biological characteristics specified by MLL
translocations, we compared the gene expression profiles of
leukemic cells from individuals diagnosed with B-
precursor ALL bearing an MLL translocation
against those from individuals diagnosed with
conventional B-precursor ALL that lack this
translocation. Initially, we collected samples from
20 individuals with conventional childhood ALL
(denoted ALL), 10 of which had a TEL/AML1
translocation. In addition, we collected samples
from 17 individuals affected with the MLL
translocation (denoted MLL). Details of the
affected individuals and expression data are avail-
able online (Methods).

First, we determined whether there were genes
among the 12,600 tested whose expression pattern
correlated with the presence of an MLL transloca-
tion. We sorted the genes by their degree of correla-
tion with the MLL/ALL distinction (Fig. 1) and
used permutation testing to assess the statistical sig-
nificance of the observed differences in gene expres-
sion13. For the 37 samples tested, roughly 1,000
genes are underexpressed in MLL as compared with
conventional ALL, and about 200 genes are rela-
tively highly expressed (data not shown). Thus,
MLL shows a gene expression profile markedly dif-
ferent from that of conventional ALL.

MLL shows multilineage gene expression
Inspection of the genes differentially expressed
between MLL and ALL is instructive (Fig. 1). Many
genes underexpressed in MLL have a function in
early B-cell development. These include genes
expressed in early B cells14,15, MME, CD24, CD22

and DNTT (mouse TdT); genes required for appropriate B-cell
development16–19, TCF3, TCF4, POU2AF1 and LIG4; and
SMARCA4 (mouse Snf2b), which is correlated with B-precursor
ALL in an AML/ALL comparison13 (Fig. 1 and Web Note A).
Genes encoding certain adhesion molecules are relatively over-
expressed in MLL, including LGALS1, ANXA1, ANXA2, CD44
and SPN.

Several genes that are expressed in hematopoietic lineages
other than lymphocytes are also highly expressed in MLL. These
include genes that are expressed in progenitors20–22, PROML1,
FLT3 and LMO2; myeloid-specific genes23–25, CCNA1, SER-
PINB1, CAPG and RNASE3; and at least one natural killer
cell–associated gene26, the gene encoding NKG2D (Fig. 1 and
Web Note A). Overexpression of HOXA9 and PRG1 in MLL is of
particular interest, as these genes have been reported to be highly
expressed in AML13 and overexpression of HOXA9 has been
associated with a poor prognosis13.

Fig. 1 Genes that distinguish ALL from MLL. The 100 genes
that are most highly correlated with the class distinction are
shown. Each column represents a leukemia sample, and each
row represents an individual gene. Expression levels are nor-
malized for each gene, where the mean is 0, expression levels
greater than the mean are shown in red and levels less than
the mean are in blue. Increasing distance from the mean is
represented by increasing color intensity. The top 50 genes
are relatively underexpressed and the bottom 50 genes rela-
tively overexpressed in MLL. Gene accession numbers and the
gene symbols or DNA sequence names are labeled on the
right. Individual samples are arranged such that column 1 cor-
responds to ALL patient 1, column 2 corresponds to ALL
patient 2, and so on. Information about the samples along
with the top 200 genes that make the ALL/MLL distinction
and their accession numbers can be found on our web site
(http://research.dfci.harvard.edu/korsmeyer/MLL.htm).
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Common Types of Data Analysis

• Class Discovery (Clustering, Unsupervised learning)

• Class Prediction (Classification, Supervised Learning)

• Class Comparison (Differential Expression) 



Microarray Data



Why log?



Why logs?
• For better of worse, fold changes are the 

preferred quantification of differential 
expression. Fold changes are basically ratios

• Ratios are not symmetric around 1. This 
makes it problematic to perform statistical 
operations with ratios. We prefer logs



Why logs
• The intensity distribution has a fat right tail
• Log of ratios are symmetric around 0:

– Average of 1/10 and 10 is about 5
– Average of log(1/10) and log(10) is 0
– Averaging ratios is almost always a bad idea!

Facts you must remember:
log(1) = 0
log(XY) = log(X) + log(Y)
log(Y/X) = log(Y) - log(X)
log(√X) = 1/2 log(X)



Scatter Plot



A 45° rotation highlights a problem

This is referred to as MAplot



Experiments with replicates
• If we are interested in genes with over-all 

large fold changes why not look at 
average (log) fold changes?

• Experience has shown that one usually 
wants to stratify by over-all expression

• We can make averaged MA plots: 
– M = difference in average log intensities and
– A = average of log intensities



MA plot of average log ratios



Scatter Smooth

This particular problem 
addressed by RMA 
(see last slide for ref.)



Normalization

• Normalization is needed to ensure that differences in 
intensities are indeed due to differential expression, 
and not some printing, hybridization, or scanning 
artifact.

• Normalization is necessary before any analysis 
which involves within or between slides comparisons 
of intensities, e.g., clustering, classification, testing.

• Somewhat different approaches are used in two-color 
and one-color technologies



Normalizing	  center	  of	  distribu0on 
(local	  polynomial	  regression)
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Most Common Problem

Intensity dependent effect: Different 
background level most likely culprit



Scatter Plot

Demonstrates importance of MA plot



Example: Intensity Effect
• The most common problem is intensity 

dependent effects
– Probably due to different background

• Loess is used to estimate and remove 
this effect



Loess













Loess
• LOcal regrESSion

– Sometimes lowess for LOcally Weighted 
regrESSion

• For each interval i
– Fit linear model using Ni points in interval 

using least squares

min
�0i, �1i

NiX

j=1

(yij � �0i � �1ixij)2



Loess
• Why stop at linear fits? Can use 

polynomials
• For each interval i

– Fit quadratic model using Ni points in 
interval using least squares

min
�0i, �1i, �2i

NiX

j=1

(yij � �0i � �1ixij � �2ix
2
ij)

2



Loess
• What if data is irregularly spaced

– then some intervals will have more data 
points to estimate the fit

• One solution: for each value use α% of 
the data points (adaptive)
– Similar to k-nearest neighbors

• There are other more sophisticated 
solutions



Example of Replicate Data



Quantile normalization
• Loess estimates mean of intensity effect and 

corrects based on that
• Quantile normalization assumes distributions 

must match
– So-called distribution normalization

• It is fast and conceptually simple



Quantile Normalization
• Insight: the quantile-quantile plot of two 

identical distributions (samples) results 
in a line along the diagonal
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Normalization idea for n 
samples: project quantiles to the 
diagonal in Rn.

• Basic idea: 
– order value in each array
– take average across probes
– Substitute probe intensity 

with average
– Put in original order



Example of quantile normalization

2 4 4

5 4 14

4 6 8

3 5 8

3 3 9

2 3 4

3 4 8
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5 6 14

3 3 3
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Original Ordered Averaged Re-ordered



Preprocessing and 
Normalization

• There is a lot more we haven’t discussed
• But, this is essential to successful use of 

microarray data
• There is a lot of interest in analyzing across 

experiments
– Say, multiple tumor/normal comparisons

• Proper normalization is hard but essential
• Further reading: “frozen RMA” and the 

“microarray barcode” (PMIDS: 20097884 and 
21177656)
– PUBMED: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/

